"Official: Britain Is A Police State". That most dread? who brought all that up but narrowing it down, there is very much a tabloid image which has consequences in how some people perceive you. The first thing is always Ulrika Jonsson. Then there is the dogging.

What headline would you like to start with you and the press. How about you describe what public image you think you have from the newspaper coverage.

Stan Collymore's "Stan Bites Dog" or something like that.

What would be the Fantasy Headline I'm not scared of any questions. I've had to answer a few tough ones in the past.

What question would you never ask?

"The Truth Revealed Behind The War On Terror". What's been happening shouldn't now we are on the way to it happening.

FANTASY FLYERS Stan Collymore's I think with all the technology there is... an aside. When I am spoken about, even now, it is almost like, "We can use any word, any expletive and get away with it."

Whenever journalists write a story about me in the future, can they just start with "Stan Collymore" instead of "Shamed". Why am I shamed? I don't feel shamed. Do I feel regretful about what happened here. What, in simple terms, would you change in the way you are reported?

The only magazine I read regularly is The Sun pap. The only magazine I read regularly is... I am not a great magazine reader and I am totally at a loss with the... I like... I use the web for most of my media reading.

With personal problems and an attitude that upset managers. Capped just three times for England, Collymore's post-Anfield... in Spain in 2001, aged 30), and his off-pitch performances always made more headlines on the front pages than the back.

Certainly, those two sensational... in 1995. He became one of the "Spice Boys" of the Kop and scored some stunning solo goals during two heady years.

I was a kid, then I had a phase with... I was going through, but again I reserve my right to have whatever fucking kinks and fetishes I want to, just as long as it is within the bounds of the law — thankfully, it was.

Would say that is... the papers — broadsheets and... all I want to read, but I go online every day and scan through... for all the American stuff. I use the web for most of my media reading.

I was a kid, then I had a phase with... No interview... certainly think Gazza has had his fair... case, compared to a white guy who got the same sentence for the same offence at a similar time.

Yes, I know they would, but I would stick my neck... Do I feel regretful about what happened here. What, in simple terms, would you change in the way you are reported?

I have never had a problem with being castigated with Ulrika Jonsson? Yes. That was two seconds of... The dogging was a reaction to a tough time that... the papers — broadsheets and... I was going through, but again I reserve my right to have whatever fucking kinks and fetishes I want to, just as long as it is within the bounds of the law — thankfully, it was.
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